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Methods in Transportation Eonometris and

Statistis (Master)

Winter semester 2021/22, Tutorial No. 1

Problem 1.1: Miro vs. maro models

De�ne the terms mirosopi and marosopi eonometri models. Desribe how to derive a

marosopi model from a mirosopi model. Disuss going into the reverse diretion.

Problem 1.2: Model and system equations of linear regression

Consider a linear model (�regression model�) with one or more exogeneous variables in form of

linear fators. Write out and explain the di�erenes between

(i) the general model equation,

(ii) the system equations used for model alibration/parameter estimation,

(iii) the estimated/alibrated model used for analysis or predition
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Problem 1.3: Model and system equation in a binary hoie situation

In most binary/binomial disrete-hoie models, the hoie probability depends only on the

di�erene

∆V = V1 − V2

of the (deterministi) utility funtions of the two alternatives, e.g., in the binomial logit model

by

P (1) =
e∆V

1 + e∆V
, P (2) =

1

1 + e∆V
.

(a) Consider a binary mode-hoie task (e.g., publi transpor or ar) and speify ∆V (~x) as

a parameter-linear funtion of the di�erenes in total travel times and osts of the two

modes. Additionally, with groing inome, the sensitivity to prie di�erenes should be

dereasing and the time senitivity inreasing.

(b) In a spei� situation, the model should desribe the hoie between publi transport and

other modes for the route from home to university. How do the system equations look

like? Desribe, for this problem setting, the task of model alibration and indiate if this

is a mirosopi or marosopi model.
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